Supplies:
- Heavy cardstock or thin cardboard
- Printed postcard images
- Glue or glue stick
- Scissors

Instructions:
1. Cut out both images to the right.
2. Using heavy cardstock—similar in weight to a greeting card—or thin cardboard, such as a cereal box, cut out a 5.5” x 3.75” rectangle.
3. Glue your postcard images to your cardstock or cardboard, one image on each side. Avoid using clear tape along the edges as this may interfere in the cancellation of your stamp by the postal service, resulting in a delayed delivery time.
4. Compose or draw your message and mail it to Jesuit Refugee Service/USA! Tips and suggestions on an effective note, as well as the mailing address to JRS/USA, can be found at postalmuseum.si.edu/postcards-with-heart